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We are a dedicated team of 5 individuals 
working collaboratively on the innovative 

Awkward Monkey AI project.

Introducing the unique features and benefits of our AI bot



The Problem
Many crypto communities struggle with engagement, often resorting to paying 
moderators to maintain activity. This leads to inefficiencies and increased costs.

The Solution
Awkward Monkey AI Bot addresses this challenge by providing a suite of 
engagement features. These include an AI Buybot for personalized buy 
messages, a Roast/Toast function for witty community messages, and voice 
functionality. Additionally, our bot assists with chat moderation, anti-flooding, 
greetings, filters, and many more options.



In a saturated crypto market, our bot stands 
out by actively engaging with the commu-
nity. This makes it an attractive platform for 
projects to advertise through, enhancing 
user retention.

While our main competitor focuses on 
buybots and receives 300,000 daily views, 
our bot's interactive community engage-
ment gives us a competitive edge. This posi-
tions us as a more appealing platform for 
project advertisements.

Market Opportunity

Competitive Analysis



Our Product
Buybot
Personalized buy messages tailored to each user based 
on factors like transaction amount and holder status. 
These messages will have a gif based on the ammount 
purchased. Or you can set a custom gif with /setgif “URL”

Community Assistance
Chat moderation to maintain a positive and constructive 
environment.
Anti-flooding measures to prevent spam and ensure a 
smooth communication flow.
Greetings, filters, and reminders for a well-managed and Greetings, filters, and reminders for a well-managed and 
organized community space.

AskAMA and AskWeb
Retrieve information on a wide range of web-related 
topics.
Ask anything from general knowledge to specific web 
searches.

Gecko and Crypto
Get information of any project on Gecko. 
Ask what the top AI token you should know about!

Roast/Toast Feature
Witty and personalized messages for community 
members, creating a lively and entertaining atmosphere.
Messages are not entirely random but intelligently 
tailored based on past interactions, fostering a sense of 
community.

Voice Functionality
All features are available in voice format, providing a 
more dynamic and immersive user experience.
Appeals to a broader audience, including those who 
prefer auditory interaction over traditional text-based 
communication.



How To
Use?

Add AMA Bot to Your Group
Ensure Ama Bot is added to your Telegram group.
Grant administrative privileges to Ama Bot.

Set Personality (Optional)
Personalize the Ama Bot by setting a personality.
Use the command /set and choose a predefined personality ID.
For a custom personality, contact us hello@awkwardmon-
keyai.com

Activate Buybot
Begin by adding your token pair using the command 
/addpair "token address".
Activate the Buybot functionality with /buynotify on.





Businesses Model
Our bot is free to use with ads, providing accessibility to a wide user base. Users 
seeking an ad-free experience can contact us for a whitelisted version. 

We generate revenue through advertisements in the free version of our bot and offer 
a paid, ad-free version for users who contact us. This dual model ensures sustainabil-
ity and flexibility.



Developm ent
Roadm ap
Our future plans include enhancing 
and expanding our bot's features. This 
includes developing an AI Buybot for 
other communities and a Safe Portal 
bot to replace multiple bots, making 
our platform more appealing for 

diverse groups.



Partnership Key Highlights

We are thrilled to announce our strategic 
partnership with PAAL AI, a cutting-edge 
development collaborator that has played a 
pivotal role in shaping the success of 
Awkward Monkey AI Bot.

Innovative Development:
PAAL AI brings a wealth of expertise in AI and bot 

development.
Collaborative efforts have resulted in the creation 

of a sophisticated and user-friendly bot.

Continuous Improvement:
Our partnership extends beyond the initial devel-Our partnership extends beyond the initial devel-

opment phase.
PAAL AI remains actively involved, contributing to 

ongoing enhancements and updates.

Technical Excellence:
PAAL AI's commitment to technical excellence 
aligns seamlessly with our vision for Awkward 

Monkey AI Bot.
The partnership ensures a robust and reliable 

platform for our users.

Strategic Alignment:
PAAL AI shares our commitment to community PAAL AI shares our commitment to community 
engagement and technological innovation.

This alignment enhances our ability to deliver a 
bot that stands out in the competitive crypto land-

scape.



Connect W ith Us
Thank you for your interest!

For any questions, collaborations, or additional details, feel free to connect with us 
directly. Drop us an email at hello@awkwardmonkeyai.com, and don't forget to 
delve into the intricate nuances of our project by exploring the updated whitepa-
per available on our website, Awkwardmonkeyai.com. Your curiosity fuels our 

innovation, and we look forward to the possibilities that lie ahead.

-Team AMA


